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Short pulses from mode-locked lasers can produce background-free atomic fluorescence by allowing
temporal separation of the prompt incidental scatter from the subsequent atomic emission. We use
this to improve quantum state detection of optical-frequency and electron-shelved trapped ion qubits
by more than 2 orders of magnitude. For direct detection of qubits defined on atomic hyperfine
structure, however, the large bandwidth of short pulses is greater than the hyperfine splitting, and
repeated excitation is not qubit state selective. Here, we show that the state resolution needed
for projective quantum measurement of hyperfine qubits can be recovered by applying techniques
from coherent control to the orbiting valence electron of the queried ion. We demonstrate electron
wavepacket interference to allow readout of the original qubit state using broadband pulses, even in
the presence of large amounts of background laser scatter.
An essential capability of a quantum information pro-
cessor is the ability to read out the result of the compu-
tation [1]. Since these devices are susceptible to informa-
tion corruption, it is also likely some form of quantum
error correction will be required to perform even moder-
ately lengthy computations, and repeated qubit state de-
tections will be needed during operation [2]. The primary
metrics for evaluating the quality of qubit measurement
for these tasks, therefore, are the fidelity [3] and speed
[4], both of which frequently compare poorly to gate op-
erations.
State readout in trapped ion processors is typically
performed by illuminating ions with a continuous-wave
(cw) laser resonant with a cycling transition that contains
one qubit state (the so-called “bright state”) and not the
other (the “dark state”) [5–7]. When an ion qubit is in
the bright state, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) photons
are collected by high-NA imaging optics, spatially filtered
from the incidental laser scatter, and counted using a
photomultiplier tube (PMT). A dark state ion qubit, on
the other hand, will not fluoresce and with ideal spa-
tial filtering of the excitation light, no photons will be
counted. For atomic hyperfine qubits, the state interro-
gation time is typically limited by off-resonant absorption
of photons that mix the qubit basis states [8]. Higher ef-
ficiency collection of the fluorescence typically improves
both the fidelity and speed of the readout [4, 9–11].
As trapped ion quantum processors continue to minia-
turize [12–14] and integrate photonic elements onto the
trap chip [15, 16], the ions are held increasingly close to
surfaces that scatter excitation light toward the detec-
tor, and background scatter, as opposed to collection ef-
ficiency, can become the limiting factor in readout speed
and fidelity [17]. In particular, scalable systems incor-
porating chip-integrated non-imaging single-photon de-
tectors [18, 19] can achieve very high detection efficiency
(particularly as the ion is moved closer to the detector),
but must rely on other mechanisms for rejecting back-
ground scatter.
In this article, we report the use of a mode-locked laser
to achieve qubit state detection that is nearly background
free by counting photons only in the dark time between
the excitation pulses. We first apply this method to de-
tection of electron-shelved [20] hyperfine qubits, where
the resolution required for state selectivity (≈170 THz) is
much larger than the bandwidth of the pulse (≈50 GHz).
Temporal rejection of background scatter eliminates it
as a constraint [21] and allows us to achieve a factor
of 100 improvement in the signal to background ra-
tio for single-shot detection with an average fidelity of
F = 0.9993+0.0003−0.0006 in the presence of≈45 000 background
counts per second. For un-shelved hyperfine qubits, how-
ever, the pulse bandwidth far exceeds the frequency reso-
lution required for state selectivity (≈ 2 GHz). Here, we
bring together techniques from quantum information sci-
ence and coherent control, and use Ramsey spectroscopy
to gain a sub-femtosecond view of the complex motion
of the valence electron orbiting this single atom between
excitation pulses. This unique, time-domain picture of
the inner workings of a quantum bit allows us to discern
and control the microscopic dynamics of the atom’s elec-
tron to demonstrate direct detection of the qubit state
by suppressing unwanted excitations through destructive
interference of electron wavepackets. This demonstra-
tion suggests that further application of coherent control
techniques to quantum information science may provide
solutions to some of the challenges facing the creation of
large-scale, programmable quantum processors.
The qubit in this work is hosted by a single 171Yb+
ion confined in a radio frequency Paul trap with oblate
spheroidal symmetry [22]. The hyperfine clock-state
qubit is defined in the ground 2S1/2 state by the lev-
els |0〉 ≡ |F ′′=0,mF ′′ = 0〉 and |1〉 ≡ |F ′′=1,mF ′′ = 0〉
[23], shown in Fig. 2a. For each experiment, after cw
Doppler cooling of the ion’s motion, qubit state prepa-
ration is performed by optical pumping to the |0〉 state
via resonant, cw excitation to the excited |2P o1/2; F = 1〉
manifold. Single-qubit gates for population transfer be-
tween qubit states are provided by resonant microwaves
delivered via a microwave antenna.
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2FIG. 1. Single-shot background-free state detection of a trapped ion qubit through mode-locked excitation and temporal
filtering for 20 ms illumination. (a) Time trace of the detected photons for a shelved hyperfine qubit initially prepared in the
bright (red) or dark (blue) qubit state. (b) High fidelity detection of microwave-driven Rabi flops of the hyperfine qubit enabled
by temporal rejection of background scatter. (c) State detection histograms for the shelved hyperfine qubit shown with (left)
and without (right) temporal filtering. With temporal filtering, the fidelity is no longer limited by background scatter, and the
remaining error is from imperfect shelving.
In the typical, cw laser driven I= 12 qubit state readout
scheme [8], |1〉 acts as the bright state; a single-frequency
cw laser resonant with |2S1/2;F ′′= 1〉→|2P o1/2;F = 0〉 is
applied and excited atoms spontaneously decay back to
|2S1/2;F ′′ = 1〉 with high probability [23]. This cycle is
driven until the probability that off-resonant excitation
mixes the qubit states limits the fidelity. In contrast,
for electron-shelved detection [20], |0〉 plays the role of
bright state; population in |1〉 is transferred (“shelved”)
to a metastable state and photon collection during sub-
sequent cw Doppler cooling is used to discern whether
the ion was shelved. For shelving of 171Yb+ hyperfine
qubits [24], we apply a laser at 411 nm to transfer pop-
ulation from |1〉 to the effectively stable 2F o7/2 state via
the 2D5/2 state. Subsequent illumination at 369.5 nm
and 935.2 nm reveals essentially unlimited LIF for an
ion found in |0〉, whereas an ion initially in |1〉 has been
shelved and is dark.
For the pulsed qubit state detection in this work, exci-
tation of the bright state population to 2P o1/2 is driven by
a frequency doubled mode-locked (ML) laser generating
near-transform-limited ≈ 10 ps pulses at 369.5 nm with
a repetition rate of fr = 79.5 MHz. Because the laser-
excited 2P o1/2 state has a lifetime of τ = 8.12 ns [25], an
atom excited by a pulse from the ML laser will emit a
photon with high (78%) probability before the next pulse
arrives. Nonetheless, multi-pulse coherence can still lead
to strong comb tooth effects [26], and the positions of the
laser’s optical frequency comb teeth in this work are held
far from any resonances by an intra-cavity piezo-mounted
mirror. Pulse energies at the ion are typically ≈ 0.25 pJ,
corresponding to a rotation of the atomic 2S1/2↔ 2P o1/2
Bloch vector of θ ≈ 0.05pi. Ion fluorescence at 369.5 nm
is collected by an objective lens and registered by a PMT
through a 369 nm bandpass filter. The PMT output is
monitored by either an FPGA-based photon time tagger
(≈ 10 ns resolution [27]) or a fast, time correlated single
photon counter (TCSPC, ≈ 25 ps resolution [28]).
For shelved and optical-frequency qubits, the popu-
lation in 2F o7/2 is well separated from the ground and
excited states (by > 100 THz) and sits far outside the
spectral bandwidth of the excitation pulse. Figure 1a
shows a time trace of the collected photons from many re-
peated excitations of a single ion initially prepared in the
dark (|1〉, blue trace) and bright (|0〉, red trace) hyperfine
qubit states, after attempted shelving. The prompt peak
near t = 1 ns is caused by incidental laser scatter, and
is extinguished below the level of dark counts (40 s−1)
in about 4 ns. The observed pulse width of greater than
100 ps is due to the transit time spread of photo-electrons
in the PMT. The window from ≈ 3 − 12.5 ns, in which
an initially excited ion will emit a photon with roughly
50% probability, allows fluorescence detection that is es-
sentially free of corruption by background scatter.
3By separately recording the number of collected pho-
tons for an ion initially prepared in dark state and
the bright state for many repetitions, histograms of the
two results are constructed (Fig. 1c). Well-separated
histograms are required for single-shot state detection,
where a threshold is typically chosen between the two dis-
tributions to discriminate the two states. However, the
total collected light, shown on the right side of Fig. 1c,
shows substantial overlap of the two histograms and poor
state discrimination due to incidental scatter from the ex-
citation laser, yielding an average single-shot detection
fidelity of F = 0.76± 0.01 using a threshold.
In contrast, by repeating the same experiment while
rejecting counts outside the background-free window,
shown by the solid histograms on the left side of Fig. 1c,
essentially all of the substantial technical scatter caused
by the mode-locked laser can be rejected. This tech-
nique achieves an average single-shot detection fidelity of
F = 0.9993+0.0003−0.0006, and can be used, for instance, to ob-
serve high-contrast Rabi flopping of the qubit (Fig. 1b).
As a result, despite the high amount of scatter introduced
by using a mode-locked laser for qubit state detection,
temporal rejection of background counts effectively elim-
inates the background scatter as a concern for detection
fidelity. The remaining errors (the three blue counts in
the solid red histogram on the left side of Fig. 1c) are con-
sistent with the bright state histogram and are therefore
likely due to incomplete shelving, not poor manifold dis-
crimination. Further improvements in shelving [24] can
be used to reduce this infidelity, and this type of error
will be entirely absent for optical-frequency qubits.
Given the improvement that this technique can pro-
vide for scatter-dominated environments, it is well suited
for chip-based systems with integrated detectors, where
high solid angle can be achieved, but scatter cannot be
well filtered spatially. In particular, integrated supercon-
ducting nanowire single photon detectors, which feature
high efficiency at relevant wavelengths, low dark counts,
high maximum count rates, and fast timing resolution,
are being integrated into next-generation ion systems
[17, 19, 29]. With an estimated fractional solid angle
coverage of 5% (taken from the middle of the predicted
3%-8% range for future integrated SNSPDs [19]) and a
system detection efficiency of 60%, an optical-frequency
qubit (or pre-shelved hyperfine qubit) in the bright state
will able produce an average of 10 detector counts in
≈5 µs. Even if complete temporal filtering of the inciden-
tal scatter requires discarding half of these LIF counts,
the achievable fidelity is > 99% in only 5 µs.
For (un-shelved) hyperfine qubits, which may offer an
improvement in aggregate detection speed compared to
schemes that require shelving and deshelving steps, the
pulse bandwidth (≈ 50 GHz) encapsulates the entire hy-
perfine substructure of the cycling transition (which has
splittings from 2.105 GHz to 14.748 GHz, see Fig. 2a).
Excitation by a single pulse (followed by spontaneous
emission) will therefore not only occur for both qubit
states, but will also not preserve the total angular mo-
mentum F ′′ of the initial state. For state discrimina-
tion, due to finite collection efficiency, the bright state
should ideally spontaneously emit many photons on aver-
age, while the dark state should not. As shown in Fig. 2a,
this means the |2S1/2;F ′′ = 1〉 → |2P o1/2;F = 0〉 tran-
sition (blue arrow), which will preserve F ′′, should be
driven while excitations on the other two allowed path-
ways (|2S1/2;F ′′ = 1〉 → |2P o1/2;F = 1〉 and |2S1/2;F ′′ =
0〉 → |2P o1/2;F = 1〉, indicated by the orange and red
arrows) should be strongly suppressed. To employ the
temporal background rejection technique demonstrated
above for direct hyperfine qubit detection therefore re-
quires a means to drive hyperfine-selective optical cycling
with the broadband laser.
The route to achieving state selectivity can be found by
examining the time dynamics of each excitation, which
can be probed through Ramsey (i.e. coherent pump-
probe) spectroscopy. To implement a Ramsey experi-
ment, a single pulse from the ML laser is split into two
pulses by an imbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer
(Fig. 2d). The delay of the second pulse with respect
to the first is controlled with sub-fs precision by a piezo
actuator.
Figure 2b (lower) shows three sets of Ramsey fringes
obtained from the same ion that allow us to see, with
sub-femtosecond resolution, the harmonic motion of the
electron wavepacket associated with each of the three,
approximately-isolated, two-level systems (TLSs) excited
by the first pulse (for details of how these fringes were
obtained, see supplemental information [30]). This sim-
plified 3-TLS model can be used to discern the essen-
tial features of the complex dynamics of this multi-level
quantum system to engineer a strategy to regain state
selectivity. On a microscopic level, the first pulse (or
Ramsey zone) excites an electron wavepacket that os-
cillates at 811 THz in the delay between pulses, illus-
trated schematically as n = 6 hydrogenic orbital super-
positions in Fig. 2b (upper). While the wavepackets cor-
responding to each of the three TLSs will initially oscil-
late in phase with one another, the O(10 ppm) difference
between their oscillation frequencies will cause them to
slip in relative phase as the delay increases. Figure 2b
shows the oscillations of each wavepacket after ≈ 237 ps
of Ramsey delay, at which point the two undesired ex-
citations (shown in orange and red) are approximately
pi out of phase with the desired transition (blue). Si-
nusoidal fits of these data (solid curves) give relative
phase differences of ∆φorange,blue = (0.99 ± 0.04)pi and
∆φred,blue = (0.98± 0.04)pi.
Ramsey fringes taken at a series of different coarse
(tens of picoseconds) delays can be coherently combined
only if the number of full (2pi) phase windings between
them can be determined. While this is challenging for
4FIG. 2. Phase synchronization of electron wavepackets for qubit state detection. a) Atomic structure of 171Yb+. The clock
state qubit in the 2S1/2 ground state is labeled with |1〉 and |0〉. For projective measurement of the qubit, the transition
indicated by the blue arrow must be driven while those indicated by the red and orange arrows should not. b) The three
2-level systems associated with these transitions will begin oscillating in phase right after a single, broadband excitation pulse.
After a delay time of 237 ps, the wavepackets excited on the red and orange transitions will be ≈pi out of phase from the blue
transition, shown schematically as hydrogenic wavefunctions with the measured phase (top). A second laser pulse can then be
made to excite electron wavepackets that interfere constructively (destructively) with the blue (orange and red) wavepackets
by setting its timing and phase to the top of a Ramsey fringe for the desired transition (outlined in magenta). The excitation
from this two-pulse sequence shows Ramsey fringes that can be measured independently (lower). c) Ramsey fringes taken at a
series of different coarse (O(50 ps)) delays, displaced vertically by the amount of this delay, to make time-domain Loomis-Wood
diagrams. Green (Purple) lines show the alignment of the |1〉↔ ∣∣2P o1/2;F =0〉 (|1〉↔ ∣∣2P o1/2;F =1〉) Ramsey fringes over ≈105
oscillations as referenced to the phase of the |0〉↔ ∣∣2P o1/2;F =1〉 electron wavepacket oscillations. d) Delay stage for generating
the pulse pairs of the Ramsey sequence. A mechanical stage is used for coarse delay changes while a piezo device controls fine
delays. e) Following the relative phases of the Ramsey fringes over a substantial change in the coarse delay and extracting the
slopes of linear fits allows Fourier-transform ultraviolet (FTUV) spectroscopy of the hyperfine structure in a single atom with
a broadband pulse.
the optical frequencies here, by choosing one of the three
fringe sets to act as a clock reference, phase differences
between sets will oscillate slower as a function of delay.
Figure 2c shows the blue (upper) and orange (lower)
fringes, translated to set the peak of the red fringe at
t = 0, displayed displaced vertically by their coarse de-
5lay in the manner of a Loomis-Wood diagram [31] (see,
e.g., [32] for a modern example of the Loomis-Wood tech-
nique of molecular spectroscopy). This diagrammatic
approach allows patterns in the peaks to be discerned,
which are shown as diagonal stripes in Fig. 2c. The
slope of these lines allow us to follow the phases of the
fringes over a range of coarse delays, which amounts to
performing Fourier-transform ultraviolet (FTUV) spec-
troscopy of the qubit atom. Figure 2e shows the results
of the FTUV spectroscopy, which accurately reproduce
the known atomic structure essentially to the level of the
natural linewidth (1/τ = 2pi × 19.6 MHz), roughly 3 or-
ders of magnitude narrower than the pulse bandwidth,
and 50× narrower than the Fourier width of the 500 ps
measurement window [33].
FIG. 3. Direct detection of the hyperfine qubit with a 25 µs
train of split broadband pulses. a) Arrival times of counts for
direct detection of a qubit initially prepared in each eigen-
state. b) When the Ramsey delay is chosen for constructive
interference of the desired transition (outlined in magenta in
Fig. 2b (upper)), Rabi flopping from a resonant microwave
drive is apparent (magenta). By moving the delay half a fringe
from this point (outlined in black in Fig. 2b (upper)), only the
two undesired transitions are driven, and the state discrimi-
nation of the collected fluorescence is very weak (black). In
the latter case, the total fluorescence rate is higher since the
two undesired transitions act as hyperfine repumps for one
another.
By timing the second Ramsey pulse to be centered
at the top of the fringe for the desired transition (out-
lined in magenta at the top of Fig. 2b), constructive
interference of the transition amplitude driven by the
second pulse with the coherent superposition from the
first will drive the desired transition, while the ampli-
tudes of the wavepackets for the two undesired transi-
tions will destructively interfere with the previously ex-
cited wavepackets, and all of the population will be re-
turned to the ground state. In the limit of small pulse
area, the ratio of the scattering rate of the desired tran-
sitions to the two undesired rates is predicted to be
κ ≡ Γd∑
u Γu
≈ 4∆γ − 12 , where γ is the natural linewidth
and 1/2∆ is the delay time between the two pulses. For
171Yb+, we calculate κ ≈ 68 photons can theoretically
be spontaneously emitted on average before mixing the
qubit.
To evaluate the validity of the 3-TLS model and ver-
ify that the temporally-filtered LIF from this two-pulse
excitation can be used to perform a direct, projective
measurement of the qubit state, a microwave rotation of
the qubit is again inserted between state preparation and
(now double-pulsed) state detection, shown in Fig. 3b. A
detection window of 25 µs of illumination by pulse pairs
arriving at fr is chosen to minimize the probability of
state mixing, for which the measured time constant is
69 µs [30]. Detection of Rabi flopping of the qubit by the
microwaves, shown in Fig. 3b, shows a fringe visibility of
V =0.49±0.02 when the phase of the interferometer delay
is at the top of the desired fringe (magenta, also outlined
in magenta at the top of Fig. 2b), while essentially no
state discrimination is evident (V =0.020± 0.009) at the
bottom of the same fringe (black, outlined accordingly
in 2b). The photon arrival times in the desired phase
configuration, shown in Fig. 3a, show a clear distinction
between the two qubit states, though the dark state is
not as dark as was the case for the shelved qubit (com-
pare to Fig. 1a). By taking our total detection efficiency
into account, we estimate that the state dependence of
the total number of emitted photons (≈5, right vertical
axis, Fig. 3b) is about an order of magnitude less than
κ. The experimentally observed sensitivity of the state
selectivity to the interferometer phase suggests that this
may be due to drifts of the interferometer’s path-length
difference during measurements, which we are only able
to monitor to tens of nanometers. While the total num-
ber of detected photons per measurement is too low to
allow single-shot measurement with this simple scheme,
ensemble measurements allow clear state distinction, and
coherent control techniques that are more sophisticated
than this simple delay stage may be capable of allowing
more cycling.
While the time-domain picture described above is suf-
ficient for understanding the principles involved, the fact
that we operate in the weak-pulse limit (θ  pi) suggests
the existence of a simple frequency-domain interpreta-
tion. In particular, it is tempting to view the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (Fig. 2d) as a frequency filter that
allows the desired frequencies to pass while the rejected
frequencies are sent to the unused output port. However,
since the interferometer is implemented for the red (un-
doubled) light, while the optical spectra exiting the two
6ports will be complimentary, they would produce almost
indistinguishable spectra in the UV upon subsequent fre-
quency doubling. This is because the difference between
the intra-pulse-pair phases of the two ports in the red
is pi, which becomes 2pi after frequency doubling. The
frequency domain description that is probably most apt,
then, is that the red light interferometer controls the cre-
ation of the UV light so that power spectral density near
undesired frequencies is not created in the first place.
While this frequency domain interpretation is perfectly
applicable for this work, this subtlety of the filtration is
one reason we have chosen to instead focus primarily on
the time-domain picture here, which will likely continue
to be applicable for stronger pulses.
For electron-shelved and optical-frequency ion qubits,
the temporal filtering enabled by the use of a mode-
locked laser for state detection has allowed us to achieve
a state preparation and measurement fidelity approach-
ing the highest reported observation with this atom [4]
and should be compatible with future integrated high ef-
ficiency, non-imaging detectors. Future development of
ultrafast optical switches may someday allow extension
of this idea to cw lasers [34]. For direct hyperfine qubit
detection, the simple delay scheme we have used here
could be viewed as the minimal possible instance of co-
herent control, an approach that has been demonstrated
in other contexts with far more sophisticated implemen-
tations. Nonetheless, this simple version has been suffi-
cient to tease out and control the dynamics of a quantum
4-level system with ≈30 MHz precision and enable tem-
poral filtering for qubit state detection. The fact that
useful dynamical information can be extracted from a
single atom with such a simple system is largely due to
the high level of control that exists for the isolated quan-
tum systems employed for quantum information process-
ing, and it seems likely that further application of the
approaches of coherent control to the pure state systems
in quantum information science (particularly for many-
qubit systems) will lead to new an potentially useful in-
sights.
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